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I. INTRODUCTION

1. In April 2014, in Trieste, Italy, the Heads of the Tegernsee Group decided that the Final Tegernsee Consolidated Report should be presented to the Group B+ at its Plenary Meeting in September 2014, and that the results of the Consultation should be broadly disseminated, with opportunities for feedback from the user community.

2. Consequently, a number of events were held by the Tegernsee delegations: the Tegernsee Symposium focusing on the grace period in Tokyo, Japan, on 10 July 2014, the UK Roundtables of 1 July and 8 December 2014 and the USPTO Roundtable of 19 November 2014. The “EPO Symposium on Harmonisation: Tegernsee and Beyond” is the last such event, closing the current working cycle of the Tegernsee Group.

3. In Geneva, in September 2014, the Group B+ mandated its Chair, Mr John Alty (UK), to create a so-called B+ Sub-Group, to move matters forward in terms of substantive patent law harmonisation. The Sub-Group, formed of the delegations of CA, DE, DK, ES, HU, JP, KR, UK, US and the EPO, held its first meeting on 19 November 2014 in Arlington, VA. The Group decided to focus on five topics: the Tegernsee topics of grace period, 18-month publication, conflicting applications and prior user rights, as well as the definition of prior use.

4. Thus, in order to build a bridge between the work of the Tegernsee Group and that of the B+ Sub-Group, the EPO decided to invite the member delegations of both Groups to the EPO Tegernsee Symposium, user organisations from all three regions, as well as national user organisations within Europe, representatives of SMEs and Universities/Technology Transfer Organisations. The meeting was chaired by Margot Fröhlinger, Principal Director, Patent law and international affairs.

5. The PowerPoint presentations of the information roundup and the introductions to the individual topics are available on the Tegernsee website. The following is a transcription/summary of the discussions which were held under the Chatham House rules.

II. HARMONISATION IN GENERAL

General comments

6. Several European users commented that common principles might be important, but harmonization was not necessarily a value in itself. Harmonisation should not occur at any price, but should be oriented towards best practice. The process should be used to improve current patent systems. Particularly in terms of compromises, as one European user put it: “the universe of bad compromises is much bigger than the universe of good compromises”. It was important to preserve the internal coherence of the patent system. In a first stage, the focus should be put on higher principles: what is the patent system purporting to do?
7. One representative of an international user’s association recalled that the purpose of the convening of the Paris Convention in 1883 was two-fold: to create a priority right and to protect inventors who exposed their inventions in international exhibitions prior to filing. In his view, the limited ambit of Art. 55 EPC did not fulfil this role. On the other hand, the grace period brought complications, and it needed to be carefully weighed against its usefulness.

8. One US user pointed out that recent developments led to a greatly relaxed patent world. The PLT made application procedures more applicant-friendly; the PCT had developed into a forgiving process allowing for mistakes to be corrected. The same spirit of generosity should follow through to the adoption of a grace period which would allow applicants to recover from unauthorised pre-filing disclosures.

9. Another U.S. user noted that there was insufficient involvement of the small inventor and university communities in harmonisation efforts, which were the communities that would benefit the most from a grace period.

**Geographical scope**

10. All the participants who expressed an opinion on this point supported a multilateral approach to the harmonisation process, with the broadest possible geographical scope.

11. The importance of including China was stressed by participants from all regions. The IP5 PHEP, where China was involved, and the SPLH processes were complementary and users wished to see progress in both areas, based on best practice, not political compromise. It was observed that there was not much point in adopting a grace period in Europe if China did not follow. The Chair remarked that China was not involved in the current SPLH process within the Group B+, and that possibilities to include China in the process needed to be explored.

12. A Japanese representative reported that users in Japan believed that harmonisation could bring great benefits, as global players shouldered a considerable burden as a result of differences in patent laws and procedures. Harmonisation should include the U.S., Japan, Europe and also China.

13. A representative of an international user’s association opined that an international agreement should not define minimum standards, but should be concluded amongst a small group of countries focusing on best practice. Thereafter, whichever further countries wished to join could do so. Regret was expressed that the first Substantive Patent Law Treaty negotiated under the aegis of WIPO had not been signed in 1993.

**Multilateral harmonisation v. minimum standards in trade agreements**

14. The majority of participants specified that they did not support the minimum standards approach: what was needed was true harmonisation, and one representative from Japan stressed that even if minimum standards could be effective, the multilateral approach was preferable.
15. However, one international user organisation was not opposed to pragmatic opportunities to reach consensus in small groups, and was of the opinion that there should be no restrictions as to the path by which harmonization could be reached. The grace period and prior user rights were two issues which were considered to require urgent harmonization. The link between the grace period and prior user rights was emphasised by several participants.

16. A representative of a pan-European user stakeholder organisation disagreed and opined that bilateral agreements introducing minimum standards would render achieving harmonisation objectives much more difficult.

17. **Chair’s summary:** there seemed to be an appetite for substantive patent law harmonisation, although many of the participants stressed that change should be for the better, and they did not support compromises based on sub-optimal solutions. Harmonisation should promote the coherence of the patent system, and thus, participants in the process should look at how the different issues were interlinked. A clear preference was expressed for true harmonisation with as many countries represented as possible and at least the IP5 jurisdictions. Users also showed a marked reluctance towards the minimum standards approach.

### III. 18-MONTH PUBLICATION

18. The Chair introduced what was perceived to be the most straightforward of the 4 Tegernsee topics, since there appeared to be a broad consensus amongst users world-wide that the publication of patent applications at 18 months should be mandatory. There was also a broad consensus regarding the policy objective of balancing the interests of applicants, who need time to decide whether to proceed with their applications or withdraw, and those of third parties, who need information as soon as possible regarding the contents of pending applications.

19. Two issues should be addressed: should opting-out be possible? Was there a link between 18-month publication and the grace period, as suggested by some respondents to the Tegernsee Survey, so that when the grace period was invoked, the publication of the application should occur earlier?

**General considerations**

20. All participants who expressed an opinion, including users from the U.S., were emphatic that all applications should be published at 18-months. They opposed the possibility for an applicant to opt-out of publication. There was a consensus that unless an application is the object of a secrecy order going to issues of national security, it should be published. The importance of this feature of patent law was emphasised.

21. The argument that the proportion of applications being opted out in the U.S. was small gained no traction with some participants, who pointed out that given the large
amount of applications in the U.S., even a small percentage was a significant effect, equivalent to the sum of national filings in some smaller countries (Ed. Note: See Tegernsee Study on 18-Month Publication (2012), pp. 17 and 19: in 2009, 5.9% of applications were opted out, representing almost 20,000 applications). It was emphasised that the mere fact of this possibility was a problem.

22. A European participant mentioned that in Austria, an application register exists, stating applicant name, title of the invention, application number and class of the invention. This system of immediately publishing the fact that an application has been filed also exists in the UK and gives some information to the public at a very early stage. However, since the content of the applications is not published at that juncture, other European users contested the usefulness of this measure, particularly given the propensity of applicants to come up with either singularly uninformative or extremely exciting titles for their inventions, depending on what they wanted to achieve.

Offensive material against public order and morality

23. The issue was raised of withholding publication or redacting the application at the initiative of the office if it contained material which was offensive or against public order and morality. The USPTO, JPO, and UK IPO indicated that their national law contained provisions to this effect, but that they were very rarely used. The EPC did not provide for the suppression of the publication of an application in such cases. Art. 53(a) EPC merely provided that patents shall not be granted on inventions, the commercial exploitation of which would be contrary to “ordre public” and morality.

24. One European user emphasised that this latter issue was a critical point, because it could be misused to avoid the invention becoming known at 18 months. It was suggested that offensive material could be included in the application to avoid publication, and later removed during the granting procedure.

Early publication in the context of a grace period

25. In the context of a grace period, could legal uncertainty be reduced through forcing an earlier publication date for the application, e.g. by computing the 18 months period as from the first disclosure of the invention?

26. Some offices present queried how this would be workable in the absence of a mandatory declaration, as the date of first disclosure might not be immediately apparent. Users associations replied that it would be workable provided a mandatory declaration listing pre-filing disclosures was required, and it could be beneficial to third parties. Moreover, to obviate computing issues, another user association argued that where the benefit of the grace period was invoked by the applicant, one could envisage that the patent office would then publish the application immediately.
27. **Chair's summary**: participants had expressed the view that mandatory publication of applications at 18 months was an important and critical issue, and if harmonisation was seriously pursued, the aim should be to have 18-month publication without opting-out in all jurisdictions, subject only to a national security exception. Users warned against a publication ban in case of material that was either offensive or against public order and morality by citing possible gaming strategies. There was some debate about a link between the grace period and 18-month publication, but the workability of arrangements along the lines suggested was questioned.

IV. **CONFLICTING APPLICATIONS**

28. The Chair referred to the outcome of the Tegernsee Survey, which suggested that conflicting applications occurred infrequently, and contrasted this empirical result with the opinion of users that harmonisation of the rules on the treatment of conflicting applications was important or critical. Finding common ground on these rules would appear to be particularly difficult to achieve, given the various rules in the different jurisdictions, and the fact that users tended to prefer their own system.

29. For these issues, it was particularly important to look at the underlying policy objectives and principles, which were to prevent double patenting, whilst enabling the protection of incremental innovation. Finding a balance was delicate. One issue of principle was whether all applications should be treated the same, or whether subsequent applications should be treated differently depending on whether they were filed by the same applicant as the earlier application or not. In other words, did anti-self-collision constitute best practice or not? This was linked to the issue of patent thickets, as some voices in literature suggested that the absence of anti-self-collision in Europe might explain the perceived lower frequency of patent thickets in that market.

30. Finally, harmonisation of the treatment of PCT applications would be beneficial, the issue being whether they should enter the secret prior art only upon entry in the national/regional phase, or whether they should do so upon publication of the PCT application at 18 months.

31. The Chair of the Group B+ asked how important the harmonisation of conflicting applications was: how much time should the Group B+ spend on this issue?

**Frequency of conflicting applications**

32. Several users took issue with the outcome of the Tegernsee survey pointing to a low frequency of occurrence of conflicting applications. They viewed the results to be surprising or dubious, as their experience was that conflicting applications occurred much more frequently in practice.

33. One European user pointed out that there were very high rates of conflicting applications in the pharmaceuticals and biotechnology fields. One of the reasons
was that in product development, the targets were the same for the competing companies, which were all working on more or less the same matter. Filing one day earlier or one day later could make a big difference in the level of protection obtained in these areas.

34. Another European user agreed that the frequency of occurrence was probably higher than that indicated by the Tegernsee results, but the real issue was how often conflicting applications became a problem. He viewed that incidence as “fairly low” – which was probably what the users had read into the survey, and thus, explained their responses.

General considerations

35. One European user suggested that outside the area of Telecommunications, patent thickets built around one predominating patent might not be so problematic. If several patents covered particular features, it was often possible to pick and choose the features one absolutely needed to use and not require licenses from all the patents in close proximity to the dominant patent.

36. A much bigger problem for users was the co-existence of major different outcomes in different jurisdictions.

37. One European practitioner working in a large company opined that there was another perspective to this. The problem was not necessarily that there were different outcomes in different jurisdictions. It was more what the well-informed applicant had to do to arrange to obtain the same result in different countries. This forced the applicant to behave differently in different regions. These efforts would be spared if there was harmonisation.

38. A representative of an international user association opined that secret prior art was unfair. The applicant had to fulfil the novelty requirement at the filing date, but could not know the secret prior art. In that respect, the EPC, focusing on novelty only, was perhaps fairer. Prior claiming would be the fairest approach, but it was not good policy, as it was too complicated, inter alia by delaying the moment at which the secret prior art could be established.

39. One European user stated being against double patenting and emphasised the importance of harmonising these rules. At the moment, different outcomes in different jurisdictions resulted in different scopes of protection for what was essentially the same claim. This was very harmful when one got into multi-jurisdiction litigation. The opposing party could then attack claims of different scope – which for good reasons of patent law, happened to have different scopes in different jurisdictions.

Anti-self-collision v. equal treatment

40. Several European users, including a pan-European user association, insisted that the guiding principle should be non-discrimination. The prior art should be the same for all applicants. Anti-self-collision brings the huge disadvantage that it allows an
applicant to have several patents with slightly diverging scopes, which is not conducive to legal certainty.

41. One European user stated that the EPC policy of treating all applicants equally, allowed companies to feel that there was more flexibility in the system.

42. Regarding anti-self-collision, European users who intervened were opposed to it. One stated that it was important in discussing the policy issues to remember that the subsequent application was not filed by a person copying the invention claimed in the first application, but by another inventor for an independent invention. Anti-self-collision was unnecessary under the EPC. Novelty was construed strictly, and thus the relevance of an earlier application for novelty only, did not preclude the protection of incremental improvements. If there was a new feature in a subsequent claim, the prior application was no longer novelty-destroying.

43. Furthermore, it was suggested that the definition of anti-self-collision was complex and difficult to understand. One European user stated that until there was a better, simpler definition, it should be avoided. Otherwise, it would create greater opacity in the system, which would not be beneficial.

44. Another European user opined that anti-self-collision was only one of the issues. In her experience, patent thickets were caused not only by clusters of patents granted to a single applicant, but also by patents granted to different applicants. However, strengthening the position of one patentee was not the solution to prevent patent thickets.

45. A European user stated that the patent system had to balance the competing interests of the patentee and the third parties. The U.S. system shifted the balance in favour of the patentee. The EPC shifted the balance in favour of third parties. However, clearly, the more the patent system became complex to favour original applicants, the more this might be detrimental to both patent holders and third parties.

46. One European user recalled that it was generally accepted that a person whose invention was an improvement could obtain a patent. This did not mean, however, that the owner of the improvement could exploit it, if the second patent was dominated by the patent granted on the first application filed. The solution could also sometimes be found later, outside of the framework of norms on patentability. Perhaps licenses would have to be negotiated between patent owners. It was important that any solution to these issues favour licenses between patent owners and promote the use of patented inventions.

**Relevance of applications**

47. One U.S. user argued that the US system was preferable, because obvious variations over the original invention could not be patented by third parties. If a subsequent application showed inventive step over the original application, there should be another patent, which then had its own life. The original applicant could get patents even on obvious improvements, but due to the terminal disclaimer mechanism, these did not extend protection beyond the life of the original patent, so
that there was no real damage with regard to that system. The EPC, by deeming conflicting applications to be relevant for novelty only, allowed patents to issue on improvements which were obvious, ultimately resulting in fact in an extended duration of protection for the invention contained in the original application.

48. One Japanese user opined that the U.S. approach of considering conflicting applications for both novelty and inventive step was too restrictive: it should be recalled that the third party had no way of seeing the application prior to publication, so the issue of derivation did not arise. Limiting the relevance of conflicting applications to novelty only was fairer on applicants generally.

Treatment of PCT applications

49. Regarding PCT applications, one European user argued that the guiding principle should, once again, be non-discrimination. All applications, whether filed under the PCT or not, should be treated the same and enter the secret prior art as of their date of publication at 18 months. In this respect, the America Invents Act (AIA) was the gold standard.

50. However, other European users disagreed, stating that the main objective of the rule was to avoid double patenting, so that there was no point in taking PCT applications into account which did not enter into the national/regional phase, and thus, could not lead to a patent being granted.

51. It was replied that under the EPC, an earlier European application becomes secret prior art as soon as it has been published. The fate of the application after publication is irrelevant. It remains secret prior art even if it is later abandoned, so that there is no question of double patenting. Thus, obviously, the policy underpinning the EPC was not solely focused on the latter principle.

52. One European user stated that on principle, PCT applications should enter the secret prior art as of their date of publication, but made the observation that if that norm were adopted internationally, when applicants realised that by filing a PCT application, they were giving themselves patent clearance in a large number of jurisdictions, this might cause significant problems due to major shifts in applicant behaviour. Applicants might start filing PCT applications merely to secure freedom to operate, thus making it difficult for International Authorities to cope with the volume in the short term.

53. A U.S. user emphasised that a PCT application should form prior art regardless of the language in which it had been filed and published.
54. **Chair’s summary**: The Chair of the Group B+ had received a clear answer to his question: users thought that the harmonisation of the rules on the treatment of conflicting applications was important. The view of the participants today was that such conflicts arise much more frequently than had been reported by respondents in the Tegernsee Survey. Ultimately, however, there was no convergence on either 1) non-discrimination as a principle for the treatment of applications, 2) anti-self-collision, 3) the relevance of conflicting applications, or 4) how to deal with PCT applications, (in the latter case, even amongst European users). The Chair concluded that much work would be needed before common ground could be reached.

V. **GRACE PERIOD**

55. The Chair introduced the grace period and flagged a number of issues: What were the applicable objectives and principles? Who should bear the risks of a pre-filing disclosure, the applicant or third parties? What should the duration be, 6 or 12 months? Computed from which date? Here, there appeared to be a consensus that it should be from the filing, or if applicable, the priority date. Which types of disclosure should be covered? There appeared to be a consensus that the grace period should extend to all types of disclosures. As far as the scope of the grace period was concerned, should it be confined to disclosures of the applicant’s invention or also to disclosures made by independent inventors of their own inventions? Further contentious issues were that of the mandatory declaration and of the consequences of a non-listing of a pre-filing disclosure. Finally, a further issue was the link with prior user rights.

**General considerations**

56. A European practitioner remarked that if a system safeguarded carelessness and ignorance, this would lead to more of the same behaviour, which was a dangerous thing. In the absence of an SPLH process, European users would be pressing for changes to Art. 55 EPC, which had been so interpreted by the EPO Boards of Appeal as to be completely useless for applicants. Sometimes, applicants needed to disclose their invention, e.g. for regulatory purposes. Accidental and necessary disclosures should be included within the ambit of Art. 55 EPC. Perhaps there was more of a need to improve patent systems rather than to harmonise them.

57. One representative from large European Industry emphasised that global players found that a grace period was nice from time to time, but this had to be weighed against the legal uncertainty thus created. Most large companies felt that the system could live without a grace period if the participants were educated accordingly.

58. The issue was raised of whether the grace period was such an important issue. In this regard, later in the Symposium, it was recalled by a Japanese participant that one of the prime motivations for establishing the Paris Convention in 1883, was the perceived need for temporary protection for inventions displayed at international exhibitions, as was ultimately adopted pursuant to Art. 11 of the Paris Convention.
59. One European user representing a national user association stated that one of the principal questions was whether China would join such harmonisation. The members of the association felt that the number of cases affected by the absence of a grace period in Europe was so low, that they could not understand why the grace period was the most important element to emerge from the Tegernsee process. Even the JPO figures, which had risen since the broadening of the national statutory provision in 2011, represented a relatively low number of cases overall. It was queried why there was so much concern for the unsophisticated actor? In tax law, if someone did not fully pay his taxes, he would never be graced. It was queried whether it was unreasonable to expect that actors learn to use the system.

60. According to another European user, a further issue was that of the cost of the adoption of a grace period to the system as a whole. To many German companies, this cost seemed quite high. In jurisdictions with grace periods, they ran into problems with freedom to operate (FTO) opinions. In Europe, there was a very simple and clear rule: one looked at the priority date. Anything disclosed before that date was prior art and could be used to invalidate the patent, and that was it. Today, in Europe, if one read a scientific publication, one waited 18 months, and if no pending patent application came up covering this subject-matter, one was free to use it. This easy rule would change dramatically if a grace period were to be introduced, and it would be aggravated in the absence of a mandatory declaration.

61. A representative of an international user association stated that the grace period was important due to policy considerations. One of the main objectives of the patent system was to encourage innovation and growth. A lot of that innovation and growth could be delivered by unsophisticated actors who might not really understand the patent system. It was a good thing to allow SMEs to come into the system by giving them a small safety net, to get them a reward for their innovation which they may have mistakenly prematurely disclosed to the public.

62. He went on to state that one of the reasons for the perceived low number of cases is that we didn’t know what the true figure was. A lot of clients came to patent attorneys where no application was ultimately filed because there was a pre-filing disclosure. There were no statistics on applications which were not filed. There was a grace period for designs in Europe, and when it was introduced, attorneys noticed a huge difference in their practice.

63. Another European user working in a multinational company stated that one of the obvious reasons for which numbers were small was that global entities played by the lowest common denominator, and didn’t use the grace period in Japan or the US because this would preclude patenting in Europe, China and other countries which didn’t have a grace period. It was predicted that if there was a harmonised grace period in all major countries of the world, there would be an explosion of the use of the grace period. This would be potentially detrimental to the system and to business because it would be necessary to wait so long – assuming a 12-month grace period, a total of 30 months – to know whether there would be any serious protection on this matter. An extra year is a very long time, and in most fields, people can design, develop and manufacture a product in less time than that.
64. It was observed that much talk centred on the unsophisticated actors making use of the grace period, but if there were a grace period in Europe, it would be available forever, for everybody, multiple times. This would presumably lead to a paradigm change of publishing first and filing later. Being intentionally controversial, one user wished for a magic wand, and would give inventors a “three strikes and you’re out system”, so that no inventor could use the grace period more than three times in the course of their life. It was understood that there was merit in giving users a chance to learn about the patent system through trial and error, but “once one opened those floodgates, they were open”.

Disclosures within the control of the applicant

65. Another European user thanked the JPO for extremely helpful statistics which showed how the grace period was actually used. This was quite illuminating, as the most common reasons for which the grace period was invoked were those within the applicant’s control, such as disclosures at academic conferences. The user expressed a great deal of sympathy for cases where a pre-filing disclosure occurred for reasons beyond the control of the applicant. For such cases, a grace period was a sensible approach.

66. He pointed out that if one looked at the reasons within the applicant’s control, there tended to be two types of applicants engaging in wilful pre-filing disclosures: “the ignorant and the arrogant”. Universities as institutions tended not to be ignorant but due to academic pressures, publication was more important to them than patenting. They should be free to follow that choice, but it did not mean that the patent system should be geared to cater to them. These days, most IP offices had good websites and programmes raising IP awareness, so that innovators tended to be much more sophisticated and the pool of people needing a grace period for matters within their control was declining.

67. The main problem was with universities. The more people were inclined to ignore the law, and talk first and file afterwards, the more they needed help, and the more they were in favour of the grace period. Those who followed the rules didn’t need help. If the grace period was nationally restricted, small numbers used it, it was manageable and under control. If there were to be an international harmonised grace period defined as anything other than a safety net, the whole system would collapse, the use of the grace period would expand enormously, and “we would all be in deep trouble”.

68. A representative of a Japanese user association referred to the 3 recent Japanese recipients of a Nobel prize: 2 came from universities, 1 from a company. The development of the scientific world was overlapping with the patent system. Academics wanted to publish fast. The patent system should not disregard their efforts and should promote results which were useful for innovation, respecting the needs of the scientific community.

69. The Chair raised the issue of whether in this instance the whole patent system should be changed to accommodate the needs and problems of a small group of users?
Positions on the grace period

70. A European user referred to the applicable principles and policy objectives: any disclosure made available to the public prior to the effective filing date of the application was prior art against that application. All jurisdictions introduced exceptions to this principle on policy grounds. When the EPC was created, the policy objective was to have a robust European patent system offering the highest level of legal certainty, so that Art. 55 EPC only contains two limited exceptions. Since then, no change in the policy objectives in Europe has occurred, including when the EPC was revised in 2000. There was no obvious policy need today to change the EPC approach. Policy makers had not suggested any change in policy objectives. Why should we consider changing the system in Europe if the policy objectives have not changed? There has been no real demonstration of this need.

71. Speaking on behalf of a pan-European user association, one representative stated that it did not see a need for change, but could consider a safety-net grace period, as a compromise within the harmonisation process, subject to specified conditions.

72. Speaking on his own behalf, he suggested that education was a key component. He was personally very much opposed to the grace period, but stated that if Europe were to introduce a grace period, it should make sense. Regarding the need for academics to publish quickly, the UK Patents Act 1949 had a provision which had not been transposed into the EPC, which provided that the content of a published application from which priority was claimed could not be used to attack the subsequent application claiming such priority, regardless of whether or not any claim was entitled to that priority. Thus, academics wishing to publish in a hurry could simply file their article as an application, claim priority from it with a later application, and be protected.

73. Another European user defended the need for a grace period in Europe. Industry in Europe was not so much in favour, because they were well organised to file early. For others, small inventors and SMEs, which were either not sufficiently educated or well-organised, a grace period was important. It was also pointed out that some disclosures were made as a necessity, because certain information was required to be filed with regulatory authorities. The applicant did not intend to disclose, but had no choice, and such subsequent disclosure by the regulatory authority should not come back to haunt the applicant thereafter.

74. A European user doubted that there would be an explosion in use of the grace period predicted by other participants, because it was argued that any grace period adopted would need to restrict the type of publications which would be graced. Only the first disclosures by the inventor or derived directly from the inventor should be graced. Re-publication by third parties should not be graced, which would limit the use of the grace period.

75. A U.S. attorney in private practice reported that in the U.S., currently, no good attorney would ever advise a client to rely on the grace period. Attorneys advised their clients to “file, file first!” The grace period was not a strategic vehicle, it was a safety net, and should only be used to try to recover from a pre-filing disclosure.
made incorrectly, in error. Even the display of an invention at a trade show could be an error, if done without proper consultation.

76. This was supported by a European user, who believed that in any system, the advantage would be to file first, and even if the grace period was expanded in Europe, applicants would still want to file first if possible. However, situations did occur where an invention was published first. He had prior experience with a large, very sophisticated pharmaceutical company which had prior published itself, and lost patents in the UK because of prior publications by inventors outside the company. The trend in the pharmaceutical industry was towards increased collaboration between companies and also between companies and universities. Thus, he believed that the possibilities of unfortunate pre-filing disclosures occurring were likely to increase, and therefore, he supported a grace period.

77. Another European user observed that the introduction of a grace period was being considered to help non-specialists. Such people were likely to remember only clear and simple messages about the patent system. Today’s message to the public in Europe was clear: “file before you publish, otherwise, it will not be possible to patent.” If a grace period were introduced, the message would become: “it is fine to publish before filing as long as a patent attorney is consulted within period X”. Thus, as predicted by the EPO, the number of pre-filing disclosures would increase considerably, particularly with people not familiar with the patent system. However, these people would be cheated if the rules – as European users would like to see them should a grace period be adopted – were introduced protecting third parties in good faith by prior user rights up until the filing/priority date, and allowing disclosures by third parties prior to filing to constitute prior art. Playing devil’s advocate, the European user stated that the only way to really protect such people would then be to go to a genuine first-to-publish system, an “AIA+” system where the critical date for all purposes would become the date of first disclosure of the invention – which would not be workable. Personally, he preferred keeping the EPC as it was.

78. A representative of an international user association opined that the grace period had been an important topic politically until about 4 years ago. Previously, the bargain was that a grace period should be adopted in Europe if the US adopted first-to-file. Now the US had adopted first-to-file because it was best practice. It was believed that Europe should now move to a grace period for the same reason, provided it was a safety-net grace period, not a strategic tool. In his area of expertise, biotechnology, the central invention, that of Cohen and Boyer, Nobel Prize winners, didn’t receive patents outside the US due to a pre-filing disclosure. The grace period in the US allowed the granting of patents, which allowed investments to be made, thus contributing to the creation of a whole field of industry. Europe needs a grace period for such cases.

79. However, another big problem in Europe was that posed by the Enlarged Board of Appeal decision G2/98, which deprived applicants from the benefit of the priority period. Because priority can only be claimed for what is directly and unambiguously disclosed in the first application, if a scientist files first, publishes a paper, then files a PCT application covering an invention which has been developed further, his priority right may not be recognised at the EPO, and his intervening publication may destroy
the novelty of his own invention. Another reason to adopt a grace period would be that it would solve the problems created by "poisonous" divisional applications.

80. A European university representative stated that at the ESAB Workshop, there were two camps: Industry, which did not seem very keen to get a grace period, and argued that universities needed to educate academics, and university representatives, who argued that academics should be given more freedom to publish early and wanted a grace period.

81. The Chair concluded that there were strong feelings but no consensus on the grace period in principle and its possible introduction in Europe. Many participants who argued in favour of the grace period only supported it if it was a safety-net.

Features of a safety-net grace period

82. The Chair proposed to dedicate the rest of the discussions to the conditions of a safety net grace period, if such a grace period were to be introduced in Europe: the duration, the date from which it is computed, which type of disclosures should be graced, the declaration and rights of third parties.

Declaration

83. A European user stated that if an internationally harmonised grace period were introduced, he strongly believed that a mandatory statement or declaration should be required. For third parties, it would be highly desirable that the declaration be available at the latest when the application is published, ie as soon as third parties can begin clearance searches and it would be possible to find the graced publication. If the grace period is a safety-net, a 6-month duration would be sufficient. If an inventor is aware of an error resulting in a pre-filing disclosure, and files an application, it would not be asking too much from the applicant to require him to file a declaration.

84. He went on to state that the consequence of an omission in the declaration should be that the omitted disclosure would not be graced. If the applicant is not aware of the disclosure, a balance must be found between allowing a certain time for the applicant to become aware of past disclosures or errors and limiting uncertainty for third parties who may be aware of the application, but without knowledge of the fact that some prior disclosures are graced.

85. A U.S. user recalled that in a Helsinki meeting in 2013, with more than 60 AIPPI national groups represented, the AIPPI passed a resolution in favour of a 12 months grace period, without a declaration.

86. One national European user association stated that it was in favour of a grace period without a mandatory declaration.
87. A representative of a national association reported that its position was that whatever grace period was adopted should be coherent and as simple as possible. Simplicity would come with a shorter GP, which minimised the opportunities for derivative publications by third parties which would not be graced.

88. That national association was ambivalent about the declaration. For instance, there were situations when an inventor/applicant may not know about a prior publication. For instance, if an employee leaves a company and later discloses an invention he worked on during his employment, the applicant may only find out much later. There should be an allowance for that, and the disclosure should be graced. On the other hand, if there was a mandatory declaration, and the applicant chose not to file it, or not to list a particular disclosure known to him, the benefit of the grace period should no longer exist for that item.

89. Another European user queried whether the consequence of the grace period being allowed to operate post-grant, might entail that damages could not be claimed for the time prior to the moment at which the patent holder showed that he was entitled to claim the benefit of the grace period in regard to a particular item.

90. One user argued that when formalities were required for the grace period to apply, the result was to hamper the desired effect of helping those uninformed users. This would also lead to legal uncertainty for applicants.

91. The Chair reminded the participants that the more prevalent position in Europe was that articulated inter alia during the ESAB Workshop, that the declaration requirement should be administrative in nature. Non-compliance should not result in loss of rights. The applicant should be required only to disclose prior publications of which he was aware. If a known disclosure was omitted, the consequences or penalties should be of an administrative nature only, such as an additional fee, and should not result in the applicant being unable to avail himself of the grace period for that item.

92. One European user felt it was unfair to third parties. If a third party found a piece of prior art and was sure that a granted patent is invalid, how could a later administrative correction suddenly render this patent valid? “Imagine a third party, no declaration filed, no grace period claimed, finds a piece of prior art, assumes the patent is invalid, invests, makes product, gets sued, patentee says: that disclosure is graced. This is not acceptable.”

93. The EPO intervened to point out that in the ESAB Workshop, some European users had emphasised that the declaration should not be a constitutive requirement for the grace period to apply. The grace period should apply by operation of the law. It should be considered that every element listed on a declaration provided legal certainty for that item of potential prior art, so anything thus listed in a declaration was a gain. If a missing prior disclosure was added to the declaration in the pre-granting phase, such as where the examiner found a prior disclosure which was omitted but should be graced, if this resulted in additional search and/or examination work, it might be appropriate if an additional fee were to become due. If an omitted pre-filing disclosure emerged post-grant, isolated voices had suggested that there might be a possible impact on the capacity to claim damages. It was noted that the
fairness for third parties also depended on how the grace period was articulated with respect to prior user rights.

94. One user stated that if there was a mandatory declaration, the problem was: would it be enough to declare that this product has been publicly released 6 months before the priority date to fulfil the applicant’s obligation under the declaration? Knowing that a product has been tested prior to the priority date does not give any indication as to the content of the disclosure, ie what scientific or technological information was actually made available to the public. It was necessary to think about the level of detail of information which would have to be required from the applicant regarding listed disclosures, if a mandatory declaration was adopted.

95. A university representative stated that the declaration might be useful, but since universities were not users, from their perspective, whether a mandatory declaration was included or not was not of great importance.

Types of disclosures which should be graced

96. A European user stated that Europe should concentrate on ensuring any grace period adopted would constitute a practical solution. A clear definition would be needed of what types of publications should be graced, but he did not have any definition to propose at this time.

97. One U.S. user argued that the broadest definition should be adopted: any disclosure which would qualify as prior art, in the broadest definition, should be graced.

98. A European user agreed that any disclosure by the applicant which would qualify as prior art should be graced. For instance, the use of a product would qualify. In real life, it was sometimes necessary to test an invention and collect data in a public manner, for instance, in order to file better applications giving more comprehensive protection. It was not always be possible to conduct secret, experimental use with the help of confidentiality clauses.

99. The Chair asked whether disclosures of third parties should also be graced. A representative of an international association stated that his association’s position was that only disclosures made by the inventor or derived from his own disclosures should be graced. Disclosures by third parties of independently created information should not be graced.

100. A representative of an SME stated that it was important that when data was submitted to authorities, for pharmaceutical products, for example, any disclosure by these authorities of the information filed by the inventor/applicant should also be graced. If an inventor was forced to disclose information, he could not control the further dissemination by the authority and he should not be prejudiced by it. The participant was not in favour of disclosures of independent inventions by third parties being graced.
101. Another European user stated that he perceived a drift: if the declaration was not so important, then the grace period should be kept short. For a safety-net, 6 months really should suffice to correct errors. He pleaded against shifting too far away from the current situation.

102. One U.S. representative of a national user association could not emphasise strongly enough that a safety net that was anything less than 12 months was not adequate. There was a need to discover the situation, forensics could take months, to discover issues and facts of the disclosure and then reengineer a strategy for protection, in light of what had been disclosed and what needed to be protected. Past experience showed that the 6-months grace period in some countries was not sufficient.

103. A European user entirely disagreed. A 6-month duration would be a maximum. If disclosures needed to be graced which the applicant really didn’t know about, this could be done later, with the onus of showing that he was unaware of the disclosure. If that was possible, the length of the grace period was no longer quite so critical.

104. A European university representative opined that from the point of view of universities, a 6-month duration would be fine, but 12 months would be better, from the filing/priority date, all disclosures from the applicant should be graced, including publications made within the priority year, to avoid problems if priority is not validly claimed from the first application.

105. Noting that U.S. users had indicated that a grace period with a duration less than 12 months was not workable, the Chair asked Japanese users whether they had experienced significant problems with the 6-month grace period in Japan?

106. A representative from a Japanese association pointed out that the Japanese grace period was a middle ground between the EPC and the US approach, and emphasised that there was an interaction between scope, conditions and duration. Japanese users were trying to understand the issues and why it was so difficult to find agreement on some of them. Combinations should be evaluated. Japanese users were exploring the possibility of extending the grace period to 12 months [Ed. note: since then, a 12-month grace period has been enshrined in the TPP], but it was felt that this increased the burden for third parties and this would have to be balanced.

107. The representation of another Japanese association stated that a user-friendly patent system was desired, and thus, international harmonisation should be based on an international grace period. The types of graced disclosures should be harmonised, with at least a 6-month duration, calculated from the priority date. A mandatory declaration should also be harmonised, considering the convenience for third parties as well as its role in examination by the patent office.

108. KIPO reported that when Korea expanded its grace period duration from 6 to 12 months, in 2011, this led to an increase of 35% in the number of applications claiming the benefit of the grace period. The conclusion drawn from this empirical
data was that for some users, 6 months was insufficient to allow them to enjoy the protection of the grace period and prepare an application.

Date of calculation

109. A European user interjected that contrary to the U.S., in Japan and Korea, the grace period was calculated from the national filing date, not the priority date, which made a big difference, as applicants abroad could not benefit from the priority period, but had to file their subsequent national application in Korea within 6 months of the disclosure.

110. Another European user stated that it was clear that a grace period should be computed as of the priority date.

Exploring targeted solutions

111. The Chair of the Group B+ noted that the JPO presentation suggested that the most common reasons for the grace period to be invoked were reasons within the applicant’s control. Other constellations mentioned today were of companies unaware of disclosures having occurred or employees leaving their employment and disclosing inventions of their original employer without the latter being aware. How frequent were these situations? Given the challenges faced, he suggested that the focus might turn to tackling most of the problems, even if it turned out that a targeted solution focused on specific issues might not constitute a global solution addressing all types of situations.

112. A European patent attorney pointed out that a targeted approach would very rapidly get complicated. For instance, if there was a special rule for universities, in the event of a joint venture between a corporation and a university, would the joint venture qualify as a university? How big was an SME? The more exceptions were put into any rule, the more it became difficult to apply. It would make attorneys rich because a lot of time would be spent arguing about its application. Applicants who were spending the money would prefer solutions which were clear and easy to understand. Simplicity was important, so he was against any exceptions at all. This view on simplicity was also supported by a UK user association.

113. The Chair of the Group B+ clarified that what he meant was that it might be acceptable that a solution be found which might address some of the policy objectives, but not all.

114. A European user opined that it would be impossible to define a grace period unless the underlying policy objectives were agreed upon. Without clear views on what we were intending to achieve, there would be no chance to progress on international harmonisation. It was queried whether it was reasonable to expect policy objectives from Industry? That would seem to rather be a role for policy-makers.
Prior user rights – protecting third parties

115. A representative of an international association stated that there should also be a safety-net in the form of prior user rights, for third parties who had acquired knowledge from prior publications.

116. Some European users opined that if prior user rights were to operate as a protection for third parties, such protection would be effective only if it was not limited to the territory where the rights were acquired – but an expanded scope was not realistic at the moment. Still, in the era of global supply chains, for large companies operating across borders, some users felt that prior user rights would probably not provide an adequate level of protection against the risks of the grace period.

117. The Chair concluded that the impression was that a majority of participants would be in favour of the introduction of an internationally harmonized grace period, or could at least consider its introduction, although there were also strong voices saying there was no need to change the law in Europe, that it was not clear why a grace period was so important and why it should be harmonised. A discussion was had about what people understood when they referred to a safety net grace period. This was important because many who were prepared to consider the introduction of a grace period specified that this was only if it were defined as a safety-net. It was not clear whether a safety-net grace period should have a 6 or 12 months duration. As for pre-filing disclosures of independent inventions made by third parties, those participants who addressed the issue did not believe that they should be graced. It was also not clear whether the safety net should include a mandatory declaration, and if so, what the consequences of an omission should be. Mandatory prior user rights constituted an important component of a safety-net grace period, although it was stressed that prior user rights were only helpful if they were internationally harmonised, and available throughout the major jurisdictions. It was mentioned that there could never be agreement without very clear policy objectives, and this was precisely the current task undertaken within the Group B+.

VI. PRIOR USER RIGHTS

118. The Chair introduced the topic of prior user rights, noting a number of divergent opinions. The first issue was that of the policy principles and objectives pursued. Was the role of prior user rights limited to balancing the interests between applicants and prior users, or, as it was believed in Europe, did they have a systemic function in the context of a safety-net grace period?

119. Other issues were the geographic scope of these rights, the conditions for their accrual, (i.e. actual use vs. serious and effective preparations to use the invention sufficing), the critical date (prior to the filing or priority date, or only prior to the beginning of the grace period), and whether exceptions should be carved out in favour of some classes of right holders, such as universities. Finally, perhaps one of
the most controversial issues was whether prior user rights could arise when knowledge of the invention has been derived from the applicant in good faith. In the U.S. and Japan, there was a statutory prohibition in this respect, whereas in Europe, it was believed that rights should accrue, provided the prior user has acted in good faith.

120. A compromise might be found in the Australian approach, couched in Sec. 119 of the Australian Patent Act, which enacted a prohibition on derivation from the applicant, except where the invention had been put into the public domain with his consent. The Chair reported that during the ESAB Workshop, users had stated that if the applicant put his invention in the public domain prior to filing, absent protection for third parties, it was like having a person throwing money into the street, someone picked it up, and then the person wanted his money back.

Territoriality of prior user rights

121. It was argued that prior user rights should enjoy a world-wide scope. In a time of international supply lines, prior user rights should not be confined to the national borders, otherwise, there would be tremendous differences between prior users in small countries like the Netherlands, or in a huge market like China. Moreover, prior user rights should allow for innovation. Such rights would be useless if it were not possible to increase turnover and allow the exploitation of the invention to grow with the business needs of the prior user.

122. A representative of an international user association reported that after a very controversial discussion, and numerous consultations, a consensus had been arrived at, whereby prior user rights should be limited to the country in which such prior use has taken place. The basic consideration was that patents are territorially limited, so that prior user rights should be linked to the territorial scope of the applicable patent to avoid an overreaching effect.

123. A representative of a U.S. user association agreed that prior user rights should be territorially limited to the geographic scope of the patent in question.

124. A European user, speaking on behalf of his international corporation, recalled that prior user rights were a defence to an infringement action, based on a patent, which gave the right to continue to use invention in a particular country or group of countries where the patent was effective. Suggesting that exploitation in France or the Netherlands should ground a defence against a U.S. patent did not seem appropriate. His company was quite happy to stay with a territorially limited prior user right. However, if a company learned of an invention in France, which was later protected by patent in the U.S., if the exploitation of the invention was started in the U.S., the company should get the right to continue such use in the U.S., regardless of where the invention had been acquired.

125. Another European user sought to draw a parallel between the grace period and prior user rights, arguing that there was an unbalanced situation, where a document could be graced in all jurisdictions, but prior user rights were territorially restricted. This should be addressed. It was also argued that if a prior user was building a factory in the Netherlands, to sell world-wide, with serious plans and sufficient capacity to
export abroad, this should count towards acquiring prior user rights in other countries where the prior user was intending to export.

126. The Chair of the Group B+ commented that two different aspects of the patent system were being considered here. There was a world-wide novelty concept, so that disclosure in one jurisdiction made the information available world-wide and thus knocked out a patent world-wide. On the other hand, prior user rights were a defence to an infringement suit of a patent which was geographically limited. The second issue was whether prior uses which depended on information which was publicly available should be treated one way, and those which are based on other information should be treated differently.

127. The EPO suggested that if a disclosure was made, it was reasonable that it be graced in all countries which had a grace period, in line with the world-wide concept of novelty. It also clarified that in the laws of all the countries of which it was aware, there were territorial restrictions on both the scope of prior user rights as well as on the conditions of accrual, as serious and effective preparations to use the invention, must take place within the territory of the patent in question. In the example given previously, rights would only accrue in other jurisdictions if some serious and effective preparations actually took place within the given jurisdictions. Moreover, arguably, there would be an imbalance if an inventor had to go through the cost and effort of obtaining a patent in all jurisdictions, whereas a prior user could make preparations to use the invention in one jurisdiction only and be able to invoke it with regard to all jurisdictions, against all the patents held by the inventor.

128. Another European user stated that there was a fundamental distortion in the present system: prior user rights meant different things depending on the size of the country and the nature of its economy. Territorially limited prior user rights inevitably caused distortions in trade, so this militated in favour of a global prior user right. A U.S. official queried whether if a factory in the NL had geared up for production and some production was undertaken but no contact had occurred with the other territory, how should a global approach work in that instance? The user replied that the right should be global.

129. Another European user expressed discomfort with this concept, as the prior user would profit from the patent, because the patent owner would pay fees for the patent throughout the world and would thereby also shelter the prior user right holder from competition.

130. A U.S. stakeholder expressed concern about this asymmetry. It was one thing if there was already some activity in one country, it was another to make preparations in one country and flood the market in another. A global approach might address some issues of forum shopping, but there were concerns as to how that might affect the system.

131. One European user stated that it was important to reach a consensus in Europe so as to address prior user rights in relation to the Unitary patent, where the scope of the prior user rights were not co-extensive with that of the geographical scope of the patent. Prior use in any of the participating countries should lead to rights accruing against the unitary patent in any country where it applied.
Critical date

132. A representative of an international user association stated that the critical date should be the filing date, or if applicable, the priority date.

Exceptions to prior user rights

133. A representative of an international user association believed that there should be no exception for special entities such as universities.

Derivation from the applicant

134. One European user employed in a multinational corporation stated that distinctions should be made depending on whether knowledge of the invention was derived from a graced disclosure, in which case the information was in the public domain and could be used by anybody, or if the information was stolen or obtained as a result of breach of confidence. If the invention was stolen, no prior user rights should accrue. But if knowledge was gained through the applicant’s publication, then it should be free for the prior user to use, and if the applicant did not want to share the invention, he should not publish it.

135. A representative of an international user association viewed the issue of knowledge of the invention being derived from the inventor to be an extremely controversial point. There must be good faith from the prior user for rights to arise. Prior user rights should not be affected by the grace period. Reverting to the Chair’s example, if the money had been picked up by the prior user, he could keep the money.

136. A representative of a US user association reported that the issue of derivation of the knowledge of the invention from a graced disclosure of the applicant had not been the object of a board action on this point within his association.

137. A European user stated that derivation was a pervasive issue. If something was publicly available, the user doubted whether this should be considered using information from the applicant. If something was published, using that information to prepare the manufacture of a product should not be considered undue derivation. Of course, if the invention has been stolen, that was entirely different and no rights should accrue.

138. A representative of an international user association, noting that his association did not yet have an official position on this matter, stated that from his perspective, even if there was derived knowledge, if the prior user was in good faith, and there were serious and effective preparations, prior user rights should accrue.

Conditions of accrual / Scope of rights

139. A representative of an international user association recalled that prior user rights had been introduced over 100 years ago as a balance against the harshness of the first-to-file system, in order to protect the investments of the second to file. Prior user rights are also good to balance the harshness of a world-wide grace period.
140. He went on state that if the scope of the prior user right was determined as a function of capacity to produce, this would favour large companies and discriminate against smaller ones. Prior user rights were determined not as a function of the scope of activity, but rather as a function of the substance of the invention developed in parallel. From a policy point of view, arguably, the prior user right should be limited to the substance of the invention, and not tied to the capacities existing at the critical date. The example of throwing money was not the right analogy. It was not enough to just take the money — that would be equivalent of prior possession under French law - investment and serious efforts based on such knowledge were also required. Prior user rights rewarded those who dug for the treasure.

141. The Chair stated that the Tegernsee Survey showed that there was a broad consensus that knowledge of the invention alone should not be sufficient to ground rights. The only issue was whether actual use should be required or whether serious and effective preparations would suffice. Serious preparations generally involved serious investments, so if the policy objective was to protect investments, clearly, these should suffice for prior user rights to accrue.

142. **Chair’s summary:** There were many divergent views. The most controversial issue had not been that of derivation of the invention in good faith from the applicant, but that of territorial scope. There were concerns expressed as to the asymmetry between the world-wide grace period and the nationally territorially limited prior user rights, but on the other hand, patent holders also had to apply for rights in each jurisdiction. Here, once again, it was useful to look at the underlying policy objectives and philosophy. Once the protection of investment was identified as one of the policy objectives, it should be possible to articulate the result in a concrete provision.

### VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

143. The participant user organisations had been asked to prepare concluding remarks. Virtually all the organisations signalled their intention to participate actively in further work. One indicated that it would like to see the process moving forward with speed, as lack of uniformity across borders was a big problem for users.

144. Another organisation stressed the importance of working collaboratively to strengthen the system for all, and noted that whilst it had its positions on these issues, it was “prepared to consider reasonable proposals to attempt to reach a consensus”.

145. One user organisation believed that this Symposium showed that multilateral efforts were the way forward. Harmonisation was a worthy goal. The participants were very pleased to share the Tegernsee Symposium with colleagues from around the world. The organisation was committed to working together with Industry Partners, as well with policy makers and officials. Two elements were stressed in this process: best
practices and policy objectives. It was thought that taking a step back to consider the policy objectives to be achieved might make work on the specific details easier.

146. The representative of the epi, releasing his statement from the Chatham House rules, gave its position on these matters. In an ideal world, prior art should be the same in all jurisdictions. The epi supported PCT applications entering into the prior art upon publication without further formalities, as well as mandatory 18-month publication. It was emphasised that the openness of the process was essential to the success of the process, and the epi looked forward to contributing to the B+ Sub-Group’s work. The epi also welcomed and strongly supported all the various efforts to involve China in SPLH efforts. The epi remained opposed to any kind of grace period, but could consider a grace period as a safety-net, as part of a harmonised true first-to-file system, with a formal mandatory declaration, and mandatory third party rights. Voluntary disclosures should not be treated differently than involuntary disclosures, the latter including wrongful publication of an application by a patent office, breach of confidence or theft of information. Any changes to patent law must consider the effects on patent holders and on third parties, who may be in the position of being potential infringers of patent rights. No change to patent law should make it more difficult to legitimately use an idea or an invention. Only those changes in patent law which would have a positive effect on innovation and growth should be introduced.

147. The Chair of the Group B+ found this a valuable opportunity to learn about the various issues, and bring together users from so many different countries. Despite differences of views, the perception was that there had been an advance in mutual understanding. He looked forward to continued input from users.

148. The EPO was thanked for organising a fruitful and intensive Symposium. The Chair was thanked for her excellent moderation and synopses.

149. The Chair concluded that the Symposium had been perceived to be a very interesting, lively and dynamic event. There were divergent views and strong feelings, but also a number of positive signals, expressing openness and willingness to work together, find solutions and identify best practices, which was very encouraging. It showed that there could be a way forward within the Group B+. The debates revealed that the Chair of the Group B+ had chosen the right approach: start with the policy objectives and principles, agree on these, then translate and cascade them down into more concrete positions. Participants were thanked for having travelled to the event, contributed to the discussions and shown such a constructive attitude.
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